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ter to whom the bull belongs.
The second act, that of placing the banderillas
to further weaken the large neck muscle of the
bull already started by the picadors, is done without the comforting protection of the cape. The
banderilleros, (or, if the quality of the bull merits
it, the matador himself) place six barbed and gaily
colored sticks into the same neck muscle. This
will soon cause the bull to lower his head even
further in preparation for the third act in which
the matador must go in over the head with its
deadly sharp horns for the kill. Sometimes banderillas are used to correct the carriage of the
head by placing them farther up or back, or lower on the side of the bull. This is often mistaken
for sloppy work. But, as bad work does appear
in this form, it takes a skillful eye to determine
whether one is seeing a frightened or a calculating performance.
The final act - the tercio de Ia muerte - done
with the Muleta and the Estoque. The muleta is
a piece of red felt, doubled over a baton eighteen
inches in length. Hanging straight down, this dffers a small target for the horns, and passes made
with this lure are spectacular to watch if done
honestly. The matador can increase the size of
the lure by spreading it over the length of the
sword and pinning it so with the point. This offers
a greater amount of movement in the muleta, and
a much greater defense to the matador. Contrary
to popular belief, the color red does not entice
the bull - it is the motion which provoks the
charge.

this does have a place among them. Still another
good reason for the less-than-first-rate fights is
that usually the rings in these smaller towns are
small and the budgets than they operate on are
very limited. This may result in two possibilities;
one, only second-rate toreros may be contracted
for, and two, the Impressario or promoter of the
ring may economize on the bulls. Either of the
two may result in a poor or just average bull fight.
In spite of the above, though, there are a good
number of fine performances in provincial rings.
Some of the responsibility for this lies in the matadors own sense of honesty and his devotion to
his profession. Or too, he may be a local boy, or
maintain a position as a "favorite" in a given
area, such as Canitas enjoys with El Paso and
Juarez fans, and if this is the case, he nearly always gives ones emotions a workout.
The third possibility is rare but breathtaking
and unforgettable when it occurs. It is when an
honest and skillfull matador meets the perfect
bull. Here, as each meets his opponent, is unfolded the awe-inspiring spectacle of life and death
and the beautiful crimson line that runs between
them.

The formal bullfight consists of thirds or Tercios: that of the pies or varas; that of the sticks
or banderillas; and finally that of the death or
sword-.
At the beginning of the first third the bull enters the empty ring, whereupon the members of
the matadors quadrilla or troup cite the bull for
the benefit of the matadors. While this is happening the matador may study his adversary and
note such points as the swiftness and the trueness
of a bulls charge, he may note the carriage of the
head, and whether the bull will favor a horn,
either right or left. Then, his inspection over, he
will enter the ring himself to receive the bull in
a series of passes called Veronicas, said to be
named after, and in honor of the manner in which
Veronica wiped Christ's brow as he carr!ed the
cross to Calvary. This is the most common of the
passes of the bullfight. It is not only very beautiful but also functional and is often called upon
for emergency defense from a hull's charge.
From this first series of passes, while the picadors are entering, it is sometimes possible to tell
whether or not the matador is going to give a
good performance, but as this depends on so many
other things, one should reserve judgment. The
bull should never be judged at this point, for he
has yet to taste the steel of the varas, and a good
deal of a bulls bravery depends upon his willing. ness to accept punishment while trying to deal it
himself in the object of horse and picador.
· After three pies and the performance of the
·subsequent quites (take-aways) by the matadors,
,. the picadors leave the ring and the second act is
at hand. ·
.
Matad6rs fight bulls in the order of their own
seniority, ·but during the tercio of the varas, the
matador closest at hand can make the quite and
thereby gain a few plaudits, if well done, no mat-

After several passes are performed which further tire the bull, and work him into position, the
sword is bared and the moment of truth is at
hand. This is the climax of the bullfight. The mata<;lor unsheathes from the muleta seventy-five
centimeters of shining, razor-sharp steel, grooved
in the middle and curved downward near the tip.
Now, he must do two completely different things
at once. He must guide the deadly horns under
and around his body to the right with his left
hand, and steer the point of the sword to an opening high up in the bulls shoulders with his right
hand - an opening approximately the size of a
silver dollar. He must push it in and downward
to cut the artery over the bulls heart, the aorta.
There is sure death in his hand, and there is sure
death on the head of the wild bull. This is the
instant of God, this is the meeting place of life
and death--one will remain and one will depart.
Here is where the matador gambles his life. lf he
loses, there is Eternity. If he wins, there is love
a:nd laughter, and
(Continued on page 28)
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